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Self Adaptive Animation based on User Perspective

Abstract In this paper we present a new character animation technique in which the animation adapts itself based
on the change in the user’s perspective, i.e., when the user
moves, so that their point of viewing the animation changes,
then the character animation adapts itself, in response to that
change. The resulting animation, generated in real-time, is
a blend of key animations provided a priori by the animator. The blending is done with the help of efficient dualquaternion transformation blending. The user’s point of view
is tracked using either, computer vision techniques or a simple user-controlled input modality, such as mouse-based input. This tracked point of view is then used to suitably select
the blend of animations. We show a way to author and use
such animations in both Virtual as well as Augmented Reality scenarios and demonstrate that it significantly heightens
the sense of presence for the users when they interact with
such self adaptive animations of virtual characters.
Keywords self-adaptive character animation · animation
blending · augmented and virtual reality

1 Introduction
Over the years, character animation has developed into a
very mature art form. However, virtual characters are still,
far less convincing when they have to interact with the user,
especially in real-time. They are often inert to the user’s
presence or do not react appropriately. This is a very important aspect in computer games and interactive virtual and
mixed reality applications. Therefore, a lot of effort is being
invested in creating expressive virtual characters [33].
We present, in this paper, a simple and fast method to
author self adaptive character animations that respond automatically to changes in the user’s perspective or point of
view in real-time. The animator creates a set of example key
animations for the characters assuming the user is viewing
the animation from different key viewpoints in the world.
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When the user actually interacts with the character, the user’s
actual point of view is tracked in real-time by using computer vision techniques or by simple user controlled input
methods. The tracked position of the user’s viewpoint, with
respect to the key viewpoints, is then used to blend the example key animations, in real-time. Thus, the animation of
the character adapts itself in response to the changes in the
user’s viewpoint.
We will demonstrate that our method is simpler and more
efficient than other techniques that can be used to obtain similar results [27], [10]. We will also show a working, prototype implementation of our method with simple examples in
Virtual and Augmented Reality.
We begin by providing the related background work in
Section 2. Next, we present our method for authoring self
adaptive animations in Section 3. This is followed by a discussion of some lessons learnt during implementation of the
introduced technique and an analysis of its performance in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of future
work that can be done.

2 Background
In this section, we explore related prior work on control and
blending of character animation, followed by related background work on presence and interaction in Augmented Reality.
2.1 Control and blending of character animation
Many existing works represent the set of plausible character
poses as an abstract space and use it to generate the animation [18], [23]. Igarashi et al. [14] present spatial keyframing where the user controls a character by adjusting the position of a control cursor in the 3D space and the pose of
the character is given as a blend of nearby key poses. However, there is no concept of a view or camera involved in this
work. The first work to use the camera to control the pose
of a character was View-Dependent Geometry [27]. In this
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work, the animator manually matches the view direction and
the shape of a base mesh model with the sketched poses of
the character and creates a view-sphere. Tracing any camera
path on this view-sphere generates the appropriate animation
with view-dependent deformations. Chaudhuri et al. [10] extend the above work to a generalized framework, for doing
view-dependent animation from sketches and video. These
methods, however, do not work in real-time and also involve
a significant amount of manual work in generating the space
of poses. Also, these methods do not associate animations
to camera viewpoints, like we do, but only use a static posecamera association. This imposes a serious restriction on this
method that the animation is generated only when the camera moves. Therefore, none of these techniques can be used
to generate real-time self adaptive character animation.
We blend between a set of example key animations provided a priori by the animator. Example based animation research has taken many directions, like motion recovery from
video with/without additional human motion databases [6],
[28]; resequencing motion capture data [19], [17], [2] and
performance driven animation [30], [7]. We use a dual quaternion based transformation blending technique, as introduced
by [16] for performing character skinning, to blend between
multiple example animations in real-time.
The blending is controlled by tracking the position of the
rendering camera in a subspace of key cameras. We can use
simple mouse based input to control the user’s viewpoint to
create self adaptive animations in Virtual Reality (VR) or use
real-time camera tracking using computer vision techniques,
to create such animations in Augmented Reality (AR). We
discuss the related work pertaining to animated virtual characters in AR in the next section.

2.2 Animated virtual characters in augmented reality
Virtual characters have been used to enrich AR experiences
in a lot of different ways, for e.g., as collaborative game partners [3], [26]; as training assistants for repairing machinery
[5] or to bring ancient civilizations back to life [25]. Some
virtual characters are designed to function as autonomous
software agents using the belief, desire and intention model
for agents [5], while others respond to changes in the real
world, done by the user [4]. However, these examples do
not allow for mutual persistent presence between real users
and virtual characters, since the virtual characters are not
capable of sensing the real users, looking at them and thus
establishing a more advanced conscious relationship [12]. It
is known that non-verbal communication (for e.g., via gaze
or gesture) between the virtual character and the user enhances the expressiveness of the virtual character and improves the sense of presence for the user in the AR environment [33], [34]. Self adaptable animation is able to adapt the
character animation in real-time and react to the user appropriately.
Interactive, autonomous virtual characters have also been
used in storytelling [9] or for modeling individual behaviour
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such as pedestrian behaviour in multi-human simulations [29].
In these works, a procedural system is used for modeling the
cognitive and motor behaviour of the character based on prerecorded data or artistic intent. These methods do not extend
directly to AR or mixed reality environments. Our method is
complimentary to such methods and can be used in conjunction with them to create more interactive characters.
Though it may be argued by some that similar looking
effects can already be seen in games, we have not found any
principled approach to creating such self-adaptive characters
in existing literature. Since we do not know the algorithms
or techniques employed in these games, other than those that
can be obtained by modifying some of the methods mentioned in prior reported work, we can claim that our method
is simpler, more efficient and robust.
Contributions: We present a novel character animation technique that uses fast real-time animation blending based on
the user’s point of view, to create animation that automatically adapts itself in response to tracked changes in the user’s
perspective. This enhances the user’s sense of presence when
interacting with such characters, both in virtual and augmented reality environments.

3 Self Adaptive Animations
We start by explaining the notation we use to explain our
method of self adaptive animation.
3.1 Notation
A character pose can be defined as a hierarchical tree of rigid
transformations. If we linearize this tree by doing a fixed
traversal on it, we get a list of transformations. Rigid transformations can be represented as unit dual quaternions [11].
A dual quaternion, q̂ can be thought of as a sum of two
normal quaternions, q̂ = q0 + εqε , where q0 is the real part
and qε is the dual part. ε is the dual unit, satisfying ε2 = 0.
The set of unit dual quaternions, Q1 , is a manifold in 8dimensional Euclidean space (called an image-space of dual
quaternions [22]). A unit dual quaternion with the dual part
as zero represents a pure rotation. Also, a unit dual quaternion, t̂ = 1 + 2ε (t0 i +t1 j +t2 k), represents a translation by the
vector (t0 ,t1 ,t2 ) with i, j, k being the usual quaternion units.
Hence, if the rotation is given by a quaternion, q0 , then the
complete rigid transformation can be written down as a composition (i.e., multiplication) of the two dual quaternions as
ε
ε
(1)
(1 + (t0 i + t1 j + t2 k))q0 = q0 + (t0 i + t1 j + t2 k)q0
2
2
It can be proved that the composition always yields a valid
unit dual quaternion. The rotation and the translation can
thus be recovered from a given unit dual quaternion.
One of the advantages of using the dual quaternion notation is that we have a single representation for rigid transformations. So while blending animations, there are no special
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cases to be handled for joints that only rotate versus joints
that can rotate and translate, including the root joint.
We define a character pose, P = {q̂m }, as a list of dual
quaternions, with m as the index of the list. An animation is a
time varying sequence of poses and hence can be defined as,
P(t). An animator creates a set of 1 ≤ k ≤ K key animations,
Pk (t), that represent the way the character should react when
the user approaches or looks at the character from different
directions. We refer to these directions as key viewpoints or
key cameras and represent them as vk . We will now describe,
with the help of an example, how we author such self adaptive character animations.

transparent sphere in Figures 2 and 3. All the key cameras,
shown as small green and blue spheres in Figure 2, lie on
this unit sphere. This is similar to (though not the same as)
the view-space used in [10]. There the sphere is around each
character pose and the complete space is an aggregation of
these spheres, while we are only interested in finding out
the direction of the user vis-a-vis the character, so one unit
sphere around the character is sufficient (see Figure 3). This
sphere moves with the character if the character changes position, so that the relative location of the user can always
be figured out. Our formulation is simpler and more apt for
real-time use.

3.2 Authoring self adaptive animations
In this example, the animator decides that when the user approaches the character from different directions the character should turn around, look at the user and gesture toward
the user. So the animator provides us with three (i.e., K = 3)
different key animations in which the character is looking in
different directions while performing some actions (see Figure 1). We associate one key camera with every animation
(see Figure 2). In Figure 2, the small green sphere represents the key camera associated with the corresponding pose
shown. It is always in the center of view in the figure because when the key camera is added, the current rendering
camera is the same as the key camera.

Fig. 1 The input key animations

Fig. 3 The key cameras are shown in blue and green. The current camera is shown in red. The large sphere represents the space of all the
directions from which the character can be viewed.

Fig. 2 The input key cameras

Once we have associated the cameras to the animations,
then the character is ready to interact with the user. Note that
this association has to be done only once and can be stored
for future use. When the user moves around the character, we
track the user’s viewpoint and project it onto the unit sphere.
This is referred to as the current camera or viewpoint, vc . We
then compute a set of convex weights, wk , based on the distances between the current camera and the key cameras (see
Equation 2). For the K input key animations, if the distance
between vc and vk is given by D(vc , vk ), then
k

This creates a subspace of key cameras, v , such that
each camera has one animation associated with it. It is a subspace of the space of all the view directions from which the
character can be looked at. Since we are only interested in
the direction of viewing, this space can be represented by a
unit sphere around the character. This is shown as the large

wk =

[1/D(vc , vk )]α
K
∑k=1 [1/D(vc , vk )]α

(2)

where α generally ranges from 2 to 4. Lower values of alpha mean that the influence of the respective key camera is
spread over a larger area, while larger values of alpha tend to
focus the influence in closer vicinity of the key cameras.The
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distance function, D, can be the geodesic distance between
the cameras computed on the surface of the unit sphere, or
it can be approximated by the Euclidean chordal distance
between the cameras. Then the current character animation
seen by the user is given by
P(t) = BLENDk (Pk (t), wk )

(3)

exist. Hence, dual quaternion blending is a very good choice
for blending multiple animations. In our method, it performs
very well for creating the self-adaptive character animations.
A more detailed description of the dual quaternion algebra and blending techniques is out of the scope of this paper, however, the interested reader can find the details in
[11], [22] and [16].

where BLENDk is a blending function that blends the corresponding dual quaternions of each animation, at that particular time. We can use either dual quaternion linear blending
(DLB) or dual quaternion iterative blending (DIB) to blend
the actual dual quaternions [16]. Given the list of the K dual
quaternions to be blended, q̂km , and the set of convex weights,
wk , the DLB is given by
DLB(q̂km , wk ) =

q̂1m w1 + . . . + q̂Km wK
kq̂1m w1 + . . . + q̂Km wK k

(4)

The linear blend is fast because it is a closed-form solution, however, it is not precise. For a more precise solution,
we employ the DIB algorithm (as given in Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Dual Quaternion Iterative Blending
Require: The input list of dual quaternions , q̂km and the convex
weights, wk .
Require: The desired precision, p.
1: Compute b̂ = DLB(q̂km , wk )
2: repeat
//b̂∗ is the conjugate of b̂
3: x̂ = ∑Kk=1 wk log(b̂∗ q̂km )
4: b̂ = b̂ exp(x̂)
5: until kx̂k < p
6: The output blended quaternion is b̂

In practice, both methods can be used for real-time scenarios. Though the DLB is a very good approximation to the
precise blend solution, it has been shown [16] that the iterative DIB algorithm is the best choice when blending more
than two rigid transformations. It is so because the DIB preserves rigidity, it shows coordinate system invariance, the
blending is constant speed i.e., the derivatives of both the
interpolated rotation and translation are constant and it computes the blend along shortest path. For pure rotations and/or
translations, the methods can be degraded gracefully to simpler solutions.
Blending rigid transformations has been a long studied
problem, however, blending multiple (more than two) rigid
transformations has very few solutions that can work in realtime scenarios. SLERP or Spherical Linear Interpolation [31]
can be used to blend between only two quaternions. Other
solutions that can handle multiple transformations, require
decomposition into component translations and rotations that
make the method coordinate system dependent [8] or they
are computationally less efficient [1]. If the component translation vectors and rotation quaternions are already available
then the dual quaternion blending is very easy to do and
more efficient in cases when both of these transformations

Fig. 4 Self adaptive animation in VR : the character reacts to the user’s
movement

Therefore, as the user moves, the animation is generated
instantaneously based on the position of the user’s viewpoint. In this particular example, when the user changes the
view direction using the mouse, the character turns to look at
and gesture toward the user (see Figure 4). This is a typical
VR scenario, and we see that the blending works very nicely
to adapt the animation to react to the user’s movement. An
obvious advantage we have over other gaze tracking solutions, that can also be used to perform such tasks, is that
the jitter in the movement of the user is completely damped
during the blend. So the character does not jerk unexpectedly. Also, all the poses of the character are automatically,
kinematically correct as long as the input key animations are
kinematically correct (i.e., all joint transformations are valid
and within limits). Since we blend the transformation hierarchies of the character (i.e., kinematic or skeleton level blending), then if the skinning of the character is derived from the
skeleton joint positions, it does not have to be blended separately. This is a big advantage in terms of efficiency. Earlier
methods, [27] and [10], blend the mesh vertices directly and
hence are much slower. They also cannot guarantee the kinematic validity of the resulting blended characters.
We can also associate multiple key cameras with one key
animation. This is done using a many-to-one map from the
cameras to the animations. The animator can thus, use very
few input key animations to create the self adaptive animations. We can also blend static poses in addition to animations.

4 Implementation
Dual quaternions are not the de facto standard to represent
transformations in current graphics libraries. Therefore, it is
not obvious how to combine dual quaternion based blending
with an existing real-time graphics architecture. We discuss
in this section how we efficiently implement self adaptive
animations in a real-time setting.
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4.1 Self adaptive animation in VR
We use OpenSceneGraph (OSG) [24] to manage our characters and the scene. OSG represents the characters as a
hierarchical tree of transform nodes. Animations are represented as a sequence of rigid transformations, called animation paths, attached to every transform node of the character.
The transform changes, as per the animation paths, to generate the animations. We first convert the key animations,
to lists of dual quaternions by parsing all their animation
paths. This involves a one-time conversion of all the transformation matrices, representing the input key animations,
to dual quaternions. Then for the character in the final scene,
we attach an update callback to every transform node. OSG
performs an update pass, when all update callbacks are processed, before performing a render pass for every frame of
the animation. The update callback updates every transform
node of the character (see Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the OSG update callback
Require: Input key cameras, vk and associated key animations, Pk (t).
Require: A camera manipulator that controls the current camera.
1: Get the position of the current camera, vc , from a camera manipulator.
2: Based on vc and the set of key viewpoints, vk , compute the set of
convex weights, wk , for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K (using Equation 2).
3: Compute a blend of the respective dual quaternions from the input
key animations using Equation 3, to get the blended dual quaternion.
4: Use the blended dual quaternion to update the transformation node
to which this update callback is attached.

The last step of the update callback involves the only
conversion from dual quaternion to matrices (the conversion
uses Equation 1) in this algorithm. This algorithm thus ensures that the conversion happens only once for each transformation node of the character. This also abstracts out the
mechanism of controlling the current camera position to a
camera manipulator. For a VR scenario, a standard OSG
trackball camera manipulator can be used to control the current camera with a mouse. In the next section, we describe
how we can use input from real-time camera tracking to control the current camera used for blending in an AR scenario.

4.2 Self adaptive animation in AR
For a simple AR scenario, we use the ARToolkit [15] to track
the current camera position with respect to the character. We
recover the current transform for a tracked marker and place
our character at that position. The pose of the marker is used
to infer the position of the camera looking at the scene. This
functionality is then encapsulated in a camera manipulator.
The user wears a head mounted display (HMD) with a camera attached to it (see Figure 5).
Then, when the user moves looking at the marker, the
orientation of the camera is obtained in real-time. The user

Fig. 5 The user with a camera mounted on the HMD looks at the scene
with the marker.

can see the character in the scene, at the position of the
marker. This is then used to blend the key animations, to generate the self adaptive animation. So the character responds
to the movement of the user, looks at the user and gestures
in the direction of the user. Note, that the camera position
also changes due to relative movement between the user and
the character, so rotating the marker is the same as the user
moving and looking at the character from various directions
(see Figure 6).
We can also do life size augmentation of a scene, where
we use a markerless tracking solution (see Figure 7). We first
record a video of the scene and extract feature point correspondences from the video. We create a database of these
tracked features. Then in real-time, we track feature points in
the scene by matching them to the database of stored feature
points. A stratified, metric reconstruction from the computed
feature correspondences gives the camera matrix, P, for the
camera mounted on the HMD [13] [32]. The 3 × 4 projective camera matrix, P, is decomposable as K[R|t], where K
is a 3 × 3 matrix containing the focal length of the camera,
R is a 3 × 3 submatrix controlling the view direction, and t
is a 3 × 1 submatrix governing the viewpoint distance. The
camera-to-world transformation is given by the R and t matrices. These can be used to place the character in the scene.
The camera center, C can be recovered as the right null space
of P by solving PC = 0. This camera center is then used
to control the self adaptive animation. As the user moves
around the character, she turns and looks at the user in response. In addition, the character also gestures toward the
user. Hence, the complete body animation of the character
can be adapted according to the user’s perspective.

4.3 Performance Analysis
In this section, we present some performance indicators for
our algorithm. Our hardware configuration is a 2.4Ghz Core
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Fig. 6 Self adaptive animation in AR.

Fig. 7 Self adaptive animation in markerless, life size AR - the character turns her head to look at the user.

2 Duo PC with a NVidia 8800 GTX card, Logitech QuickCam Express and Notebook Pro webcams, and an i-Glasses
SVGA Pro HMD. In Table 1, we can see that the frames per
second (FPS) for the animation without blending and that
with blending in the VR scenario do not differ significantly.
The FPS for the AR case is lesser because additional processing needs to be done for the video frames. It can also
be seen that while the DIB shows a lesser frame rate than
the DLB in both VR and AR, it is still suitable for real-time
interaction with the character. The DIB precision used was
0.001. Character 1 is the character shown in Figure 6 with
25000 triangles in the skinning mesh and 27 joints in the articulation skeleton. Character 2 is a simpler mesh with 8009
triangles and 27 joints. Character 3 is the character shown
in Figure 7 with 30236 triangles and 27 joints. The numbers
shown for the AR case are for the marker based tracking
case using ARToolkit. Though it is possible to implement
dual quaternion blending in the GPU, we are not using any
shaders in this prototype implementation.
The FPS statistics have been recorded using the OSG
statistics counters. OSG performs update, cull and render
passes for each frame of the animation. The update callbacks
are called during the update pass. We can see in Figure 8 the
update pass statistics of the no blending, VR and AR cases.

We see that the time taken for the update pass are almost
similar in all three cases, i.e., the self adaptive animation is
only slightly more costly, in terms of efficiency, than normal
animation. Since everything else is the same in all the cases,
measuring the performance of the update pass is equivalent
to measuring the performance of our technique, as that is
where the adaptation occurs.
The solution is as scalable as any example based animation technique, as it requires the example key animations to
create the self adaptive characters. Thus, our algorithms are
efficient and help create characters that are more responsive
and give the user an enhanced sense of presence in an immersive VR/AR scenario.

5 Conclusion
We have presented a simple and efficient method to create
self adaptive character animation, in which the animation
of the character automatically adapts itself to react to the
changes in the user’s perspective. We have used fast dual
quaternion blending between example key animations based
on position of the current camera, to achieve this in realtime. As a result, we can create more believable characters
in VR and AR that can react, as required by the animator, to
the changes in the real user’s perspective.
An obvious extension to the current implementation is
to implement the dual quaternion blending on the GPU and
also, use the same blending algorithms for character skinning. The current technique uses the camera position to control the blend. It is possible to use other camera parameters,
like distance from the character to control other characteristics of the blend, for e.g., levels of articulation detail. We can
even think of using this simple method in conjunction with
more complex methods like those presented for animation of
conversational characters in [21] or for scripted interactive
characters in [20], in order to create even more expressive
characters in the future.
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Character 1
Character 2
Character 3

# of Triangles, Joints

FPS (without blending)

25000, 27
8009, 27
30236, 27

84
135
58
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VR Scenario
FPS (DLB) FPS (DIB)
82
79
132
130
56
53

AR Scenario
FPS (DLB) FPS (DIB)
55
50
80
77
45
43

Table 1 Frames per second for the character animation

Fig. 8 From left to right: OSG update pass times for the no blending (6.90s), DLB blending in VR (7.12s) and DLB blending in AR cases (7.35s)
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